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Abstract
The Richardson-Lucy unfolding approach is reviewed. It is extremely simple and ex-
cellently performing. It efficiently suppresses artificial high frequency contributions
and permits to introduce known features of the true distribution. An algorithm to
optimize the number of iterations has been developed and tested with five different
types of distributions. The corresponding unfolding results were very satisfactory
independent of the number of events, the number of bins in the observed and the
unfolded distribution, and the experimental resolution.
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1 Introduction1
In many experiments the measurements are deformed by limited acceptance,2
sensitivity or resolution of the detectors. To be able to compare and combine3
results from different experiments and to compare the published data to a4
theory, the detector effects have to be unfolded. While acceptance losses can5
be corrected for, unfolding resolution effects is quite involved. Naive methods6
produce oscillations in the unfolded distribution that have to be suppressed7
by regularization schemes.8
Various unfolding methods have been proposed in particle physics [1,2,3]. The9
data are usually treated in form of histograms. This is also the case in the10
Richardson-Lucy (R-L) method [4,5] which is especially simple, reliable, inde-11
pendent of the dimension of the histogram and independent of the underlying12
metric.13
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Iterative unfolding with the R-L algorithm has initially been used for picture14
restoration. Shepp and Vardi [6,7], and independently Kondor, [8] have in-15
troduced it into physics. It corresponds to a gradual unfolding. Starting with16
a first guess of the smooth true distribution, this distribution is modified in17
steps such that the difference between its smeared version and the observed18
distribution is reduced. With increasing number of steps, the iterative pro-19
cedure develops oscillations. These are avoided by stopping the iterations as20
soon as the unfolded distribution, when folded again, is compatible with the21
observed data within the uncertainties. We will discuss the details below. The22
R-L algorithm originally was derived using Bayesian arguments [4] but it can23
also be interpreted in a purely mathematical way [9,10]. It became finally pop-24
ular in particle physics after it had been promoted by D’Agostini [11] with the25
label “Bayesian unfolding”. In Ref. [12] it was adapted to unbinned unfolding.26
In Ref. [13] the R-L algorithm was applied to a 4-dimensional distribution.27
The present situation in particle physics is unsatisfactory for two reasons: i)28
There is a lack of comparative systematic studies of the different unfolding29
methods and ii) the way to fix the degree of smoothing, the regularization30
strength, is usually only vaguely defined.31
In the following section we introduce the notation and formulate the mathe-32
matical relations. In Section 3 we discuss regularization and the problem of33
assigning errors to the unfolded distribution. In Section 4 the R-L iterative34
approach is described. A criterion is developed to fix the number of iterations35
that have to be applied and which determine the degree of regularization.36
Section 5 contains examples. We conclude with a summary and recommenda-37
tions.38
2 Definitions and basic relations39
An event sample with variables {x1, . . . , xn}, the input sample is produced40
according to a statistical distribution f(x). It is observed in a detector. The41
observed sample {x′1, . . . , x′n′} is distorted due the finite resolution of the de-42
tector and reduced because of acceptance losses. We distinguish between four43
different histograms: The true histogram with content θj , j = 1, . . . , N of bin44
j. θj ∝
∫
bin j f(x)dx corresponds to f(x). The input histogram contains the45
input sample. The content of its bin j is drawn from a Poisson distribution46
with mean value θj . The observed histogram contains the observed sample47
with di events in bin i, i = 1, . . . ,M . The expected number of events ti in48
bin i is given by ti ∝
∫
bin i f
′(x′)dx′ where the functions f ′ and f are re-49
lated through f ′(x′) =
∫
g(x′, x)f(x)dx with the response function g(x′, x).50
We choose M > N to constrain the problem. The result of the unfolding51
procedure is again a histogram, the unfolded histogram, with bin content θˆj .52
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We are confronted with a standard inference problem where the wanted pa-53
rameters are the bin contents θj of the true histogram. It is to be solved by54
a least square (LS) or a maximum likelihood (ML) fit. We discuss only one-55
dimensional histograms but the corresponding array may represent a multi-56
dimensional histogram with arbitrarily numbered cells as well.57
The numbers ti and θj are related by the linear relation58
ti =
N∑
j=1
Aijθj (1)
with the response matrix Aij59
Aij =
∫
bin i f
′(x′)dx′∫
bin j f(x)dx
.
Aij is the probability to observe an event in bin i that belongs to the true60
bin j. We calculate Aij by a Monte Carlo simulation, but as we do not know61
f(x), we have to use a first guess of it. If the size of the bins is smaller than62
the experimental resolution, the elements of the response matrix show little63
dependence on the distribution that is used to generate the events.64
We assume that the observed values di fluctuate according to the Poisson65
distribution with the expectation ti and the variance δ
2
i = ti.66
The representation of the unfolded distribution by a histogram is a first67
smoothing step. We call it implicit regularization. With wide enough bins,68
strong oscillations in the unfolded histogram are avoided. LS or ML fits will69
produce the parameter estimates θˆj together with reliable error estimates.70
With the prediction ti for di we can define χ
2,71
χ2 =
M∑
i=1
[di − ti]2
ti
, (2)
and the log-likelihood lnL derived from the Poisson distribution,72
lnL =
M∑
i=1
[di ln ti − ti] . (3)
Minimizing χ2 or maximizing lnL determines the estimates of the parameters73
θˆj . The ML fit is applicable also with small event numbers di and suppresses74
negative estimates of the parameter values. Negative values can occur in rare75
cases.76
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3 The regularization and the error assignment77
In particle physics the data are often distorted by resolution effects. This78
means that without regularization the number of events in neighboring bins79
of the unfolded histogram are negatively correlated and as a consequence lo-80
cal fluctuations are observed. More precisely, the fitted parameters θˆj , θˆj′ in81
two true bins j, j′ are anti-correlated if their events have sizable probabilities82
Aij , Aij′ to fall into the same observed bin i. These specific correlations are83
taken into account in most unfolding methods. An exception is entropy regu-84
larization [14,15,16] which also penalizes fluctuations between distant bins.85
The χ2 surface of the unregularized fit near its minimum χ20 is rather shallow86
and large correlated parameter changes produce only small changes ∆χ2 of87
χ2 of the fit. The location of the true parameter point in the parameter space88
is badly known but the surfaces of χ20 +∆χ
2 for not too small values of ∆χ289
are well defined and fix the error intervals which should not be affected by90
the regularization. We are allowed to move the point estimate but the error91
intervals should not be shifted. The regularization should lead only to a small92
increase of χ2. The increase ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ20 defines an N dimensional error93
interval around the fitted point in the parameter space. It can be converted94
to a p-value95
p =
∫
∞
∆χ2
uN(z)dz (4)
where uN is the χ
2 distribution for N degrees of freedom. Strictly speaking, p96
is a proper p-value only in the limit where the test quantity χ2 is described by97
a χ2 distribution. Fixing p fixes the regularization strength. A large value of98
p corresponds to a weak regularization and means that the unfolding result is99
well inside the commonly used error interval of the likelihood fit. The optimal100
value of a cut in p depends on the unfolding method. Remark that here the101
value of χ20 of the fit is irrelevant; what is relevant is its change due to the102
regularization. A large value χ20 could indicate that something is wrong with103
the model.104
In most applications outside physics, like picture restoration, the uncertainties105
of the unfolded distribution are of minor concern. Of interest are mainly the106
point estimates which are obtained with a regularization that the user chooses107
according to his personal experience. In physics problems, the error bounds108
are as important as the point estimates. The manipulations related to the reg-109
ularization in most methods constrain the fit and therefore reduce the errors110
of the unfolded histogram as provided by the unconstrained fit [17,18]. As a111
consequence, these errors depend on the regularization strength and do not112
cover the true distribution with a fixed probability. Distributions with narrow113
structures that are compatible with the data may be excluded. An example for114
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such a behavior is presented in Appendix 1. It is not possible to associate clas-115
sical confidence intervals to explicitly regularized solutions. As stated above,116
standard error intervals are provided by fits without regularization.117
In the iterative method the errors could in principle be calculated by error118
propagation but these errors would not be constrained and therefore usually119
be large and strongly correlated. Furthermore their interpretation would be120
difficult. Therefore it does not make sense to include them in the graphical121
representation. A very qualitative way to indicate the errors is presented in122
Appendix 2.123
To document quantitatively the precision of the data, a fit with a small number124
of bins and without explicit regularization of the unfolded histogram should125
be done, such that by a wide enough binning artificial oscillations are suffi-126
ciently suppressed. The result together with the corresponding error matrix 2127
estimate contain the information that is necessary for a comparison with the-128
oretical predictions or other experiments. An example is given in Appendix 2.129
Alternatively, the data vector and the response matrix could be kept. These130
items, however, require some explanation to non-experts.131
In case we have a theoretical prediction in analytic form, depending on un-132
known parameters, we should avoid unfolding and the regularization problem133
and estimate the parameters directly [19]. A direct fit does not require the con-134
struction of a response matrix and is independent of assumptions about the135
shape of the distribution used to simulate the experiment, parameter inference136
is possible even with very low event numbers where unfolding is problematic,137
the results are unbiased and the full information contained in the experimental138
data can be explored.139
4 The Richardson-Lucy iteration140
4.1 The method141
Replacing the expected number ti in relation (1) by the observed number di,142
the corresponding matrix relation d = Aθˆ can be solved iteratively for the esti-143
mate θˆ. The idea behind the iteration algorithm is the following: Starting with144
a preliminary guess θˆ(0)of θ, the corresponding prediction for the observed dis-145
tribution d(0) is computed. It is compared to d and for a bin i the ratio di/d
(0)
i146
is formed which ideally should be equal to one. To improve the agreement, all147
2 Instead of the error matrix its inverse could be published. The inverse is needed
if data are combined or if parameters are estimated.
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true components are scaled proportional to their contribution Aij θˆ
(0)
j to d
(0)
i .148
This procedure when iterated corresponds to the following steps:149
The prediction d(k) of the iteration k is obtained in a folding step from the150
true vector θˆ(k):151
d
(k)
i =
N∑
j=1
Aij θˆ
(k)
j . (5)
In an unfolding step, the components Aij θˆ
(k)
j are scaled with di/d
(k)
i and added152
up into the bin j of the true distribution from which they originated:153
θˆ
(k+1)
j =
M∑
i=1
Aij θˆ
(k)
j
di
d
(k)
i
/αj . (6)
Dividing by the acceptance αj =
∑
iAij corrects for acceptance losses.154
The result of the iteration converges to the maximum likelihood solution as was155
proven by Vardi et al. [7] and Mu¨lthei and Schorr [9] for Poisson distributed156
bin entries. Since we start with a smooth initial distribution, the artifacts of157
the unregularized ML estimate (MLE) occur only after a certain number of158
iterations.159
The regularization is performed simply by interrupting the iteration sequence.160
As explained above, the number of applied iterations should be based on a p-161
value criterion which measures the compatibility of the regularized unfolding162
solution with the MLE.163
To this end, first the number of iterations is chosen large enough to approach164
the asymptotic limit with the ML solution which provides the best estimate of165
the true histogram if we put aside our prejudices about smoothness. Folding166
the result and comparing it to the observed histogram, we obtain χ20 of the167
fit.168
Of course, the MLE does not depend on the starting distribution but the169
regularized solution obtained by stopping the iteration does. We may choose170
it according to our expectation. In most cases the detailed shape of it does not171
matter, and a uniform starting distribution will provide reasonable results.172
As may be expected, the speed of convergence decreases with the spatial fre-173
quency of the true distribution if we consider a Gaussian type of smearing174
described by a point spread function. This is shown in Fig. 1. Here the true175
distributions consisting of a superposition of a uniform distribution of 1000176
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Fig. 1. Convergence of the iterative unfolding for distributions with 1 to 6 oscilla-
tions.
events and a squared sine/cosine distributions of 9000 events with 1 to 6 oscil-177
lations is smeared and distributed into 40 bins. The corresponding histogram178
is unfolded to a 20 bin histogram starting with a uniform histogram. The179
statistic ∆χ2 for 20 degrees of freedom is plotted as a function of the number180
of iterations. The discrete points are connected by a line. The horizontal line181
corresponds to a p-value of 0.5. As expected, the number of required iteration182
steps that are needed to reach the p = 0.5 value increases with the frequency183
of the distribution. This means that high frequency contributions and artificial184
fluctuations of correlated bins are strongly suppressed in the R-L approach.185
The reason can be inferred from Relation (6): The parameters θj , θj′ of bins186
j, j′ that are correlated in that they have similar values Aij, Aij′ are scaled187
in a similar way and relative fluctuations develop only slowly with increasing188
number of iterations.189
Remark : By construction, the R-L method is invariant against an arbitrary190
re-ordering of the bins. A multidimensional histogram can be transformed191
to a one-dimensional histogram. A rather general class of distortions can be192
treated. This is also true for entropy regularization and methods based on193
truncation of the eigenvalue sequence in singular value decomposition (SVD)194
[17] but not for local regularization schemes like curvature suppression [20]195
which is difficult to apply in higher dimensions.196
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Fig. 2. Observed histogram and unfolded histograms (squares) for different number
of iterations compared to the input histogram (shaded).
4.2 The regularization strength197
Without recipes how to fix the regularization strength, unfolding methods are198
incomplete and the results are to a certain extent arbitrary. In most of the199
proposed methods a recommendation is missing or rather vague. In the itera-200
tive method, we have to find a criterion, based on a p-value, when to stop the201
iteration process. The optimum way may depend on several parameters: the202
number of events, the number of bins, the resolution and the shape of the true203
distribution. Not all combinations of these parameters can be investigated in204
detail. We will study some specific Monte Carlo examples to derive a stopping205
criterion and then test it with further distributions. It will be shown that a206
general prescription works reasonably well for all studied examples.207
The unfolded histogram is compared to the input histogram. In all examples208
we take care that the estimates of the elements of the response matrix have209
negligible statistical uncertainties. If not stated differently, the iteration starts210
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with a uniform distribution as a first guess for the true distribution. The ob-211
served histogram has, with two exceptions, 40 bins and the unfolded histogram212
usually comprises 20 bins. With the standard settings the value of χ20 should213
be compatible with the χ2 distribution with 20 degrees of freedom because we214
have 40 measurements and 20 estimated parameters.215
Example 1: Two peaks216
We start with a two-peak distribution, a superposition of two normal distri-217
butions N(x|0.3; 0.10), N(x|0.75; 0.08) and a uniform distribution U(x) in the218
interval 0 < x < 1. Here N(x|µ; σ) is the normal distribution of x with the219
mean value µ and the standard deviation σ. The number of events attributed220
to the three distributions is 25, 000, 15, 000 and 10, 000, respectively. The ex-221
perimental distribution is observed with a Gaussian resolution σ = 0.07. It222
is of the same order as the width of the peaks. Events are accepted in the223
interval 0 < x, x′ < 1.224
In Fig. 2 unfolding results for different values of the number of iterations are225
shown. The shaded histograms (input histograms) correspond to the obser-226
vation with an ideal detector and are close to the true histogram. The left227
top plot displays the observed histogram as squares. With increasing num-228
ber of iterations the unfolded histogram (squares) quickly approaches the true229
histogram. The agreement is quite good in a wide range of the number of iter-230
ations. It deteriorates slowly when increasing the number of iterations beyond231
32. At 1000 iterations oscillations are visible and after 100, 000 iterations the232
sequence has approached the maximum likelihood solution with strong fluc-233
tuations and no explicit regularization. We find χ20 = 23.4 for 20 degrees of234
freedom.235
The variation of χ2 as a function of the number of iterations is shown in Fig. 3236
top, left hand scale. The corresponding p-value (right hand scale) jumps within237
a few iterations from a negligible value to a value close to one. To judge the238
quality of the unfolding, we compute the quantity X2 = Σi(θˆi − θi)2/θi which239
is available in toy experiments. It is difficult to estimate the range of values of240
X2 that correspond to acceptable solutions, but qualitatively the agreement241
of the unfolded histogram with the true histogram improves with decreasing242
X2. The dependence of X2 from the iteration number is displayed at the top243
center of the same figure. The minimum is reached at 14 iterations with a244
p-value of 0.98 but there is little change between 8 and 16 iterations. The245
corresponding unfolding result is shown on the right hand side. Repeating the246
same experiment with ten times less events, i.e. 5, 000, we obtain the results247
displayed at the bottom of Fig. 3. Here the best agreement is reached after 9248
iterations.249
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Fig. 3. χ2 and p-value as a function of the number of iterations (left), X2 as a
function of the number of iterations (center) and unfolding result after the optimal
number of iterations (right). The upper plots correspond to 50, 000 the lower ones
to 5, 000 events.
The study is repeated for 5 different samples. The p-values are shown as a250
function of the number of iterations in Fig. 4. All curves start rising nearly at251
the same iteration, remain close to each other at the beginning but separate252
at large p-values. With 5, 000 events the lowest value of the test quantity X2253
is always obtained for 8 or 9 iterations, while the corresponding p-values vary254
because of the small slopes near p-values of one. Therefore, we should base255
the cut of the chosen number of iterations on a lower p-value. The following256
choice has proven to be quite stable and efficient: We stop the iteration at257
twice the value at which the p-value crosses the 0.5 line. For the left hand258
plot with 5, 000 events the crossing is close 4.5 and thus 9 iterations should259
be performed. With 50, 000 events this criterion leads to a choice of 15 itera-260
tions. Actually, from the X2 variation, acceptable values are located between261
11 and 16 iterations. In Table 1 the results for the same distribution but dif-262
ferent number of bins of the observed and the unfolded histogram and for263
different resolutions σ are summarized. From left to right the columns contain264
the number of generated events, the number of bins in the observed and the265
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Fig. 4. P -value as a function of the number of iterations.
true histograms, the standard deviation of the Gaussian response function,266
the number of applied iterations as based on the stopping criterion, X2, the267
corresponding p-value, the number of iterations that minimizes X2 and the268
minimal value of X2. In each case two independent toy experiments have been269
performed. The results from the second one are given in parentheses. They270
are close to those of the first one. In all cases the recipe for the choice of the271
number of iterations leads in most cases to very sensible results. The p-values272
are close to 1 in most cases and always above 0.95.273
For the resolution 0.1 the optimal number of iterations and also the X2 values274
differ considerably from the those found by the stopping criterion. The visual275
inspection shows however that the unfolded distributions that correspond to276
the stopping prescription agree qualitatively well with the true distributions.277
For comparison, the example with 50, 000 events and resolution 0.1 has also278
been repeated with a likelihood fit and entropy penalty regularization. The279
regularization constant was varied until the minimum of X2 was obtained.280
The results was X2 = 159 significantly larger than the value 91 obtained with281
iterative unfolding. With the prescription ∆χ2 = 1 [15], X2 = 873 was ob-282
tained. Regularization with a curvature penalty is not suited for this example.283
Here the best value of X2 is 700.284
4.2.1 Interpolation for fast converging iterations285
In situations where the response function is narrow, usually the iteration se-286
quence converges quickly to a reasonable unfolded histogram, sometimes after287
a single iteration. Then one might want to stop the sequence somewhere be-288
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Table 1
Test of the p-value cut
events bins σ # X2 p-value #best X
2
best
50000 40/20 0.07 15 (15) 33 (40) 0.989 (0.986) 15 (14) 33 (40)
5000 40/20 0.07 9 (8) 25 (39) 0.958 (0.980) 9 (9) 25 (39)
50000 40/14 0.07 18 (16) 25(32) 0.978 (0.989) 16 (17) 25 (32)
5000 40/14 0.07 9 (10) 27 (40) 0.997 (0.971) 10 (8) 26 (38)
50000 40/30 0.07 13 (13) 44 (45) 1.000 (1.000) 14 (15) 44 (44)
5000 40/30 0.07 7 (7) 28 (39) 0.997 (1.000) 8 (8) 27 (39)
50000 40/20 0.05 8 (8) 31 (21) 1.000 (1.000) 7 (11) 31 (21)
5000 40/20 0.05 5 (6) 9 (22) 0.997 (0.971) 6 (5) 9 (20)
50000 40/20 0.10 33 (33) 143 (148) 1.000 (1.000) 205 (176) 91 (108)
5000 40/20 0.10 15 (18) 100 (57) 1.000 (0.985) 23 (23) 77 (52)
50000 80/20 0.7 15 (15) 32 (37) 0.991 (0.985) 14 (15) 32 (37)
5000 80/20 0.7 8 (8) 26 (36) 0.970 (0.999) 7 (8) 26 (36)
tween two iterations. This is possible with a modified unfolding function. We289
just have to introduce a parameter β > 0 into (6):290
θˆ
(k+1)
j =
[
M∑
i=1
Aij θˆ
(k)
j
dˆi
d
(k)
i
/αj + βθˆ
(k)
j
]
/(1 + β) . (7)
The value β = 0 produces the original sequence (6), with β = 1 the con-291
vergence is slowed down by about a factor of two and in the limit where β292
approaches infinity, there is no change. It is proposed to choose β such that293
at least 5 iteration steps are performed.294
4.3 Subjective elements295
Unfolding is not an entirely objective procedure. The choice of the method and296
the kind of regularization depend at least partially on personal taste. For a297
given value of χ2 there exist an infinite number of unfolded histograms. There298
is no objective criterion which would allow us to choose the best solution.299
Given the R-L iterative unfolding, with the stopping criterion as defined above300
and a uniform starting distribution all parameters are fixed, but in some rare301
situations it may make sense to modify the standard method.302
12
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Fig. 5. Unfolding results (squares) for different distributions. The shaded histogram
corresponds to the input to the detector, the hollow circles to the observed his-
togram. The number of generated events and the number of applied iterations are
indicated.
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4.3.1 Choice of the starting distribution303
Instead of a uniform histogram we may choose a different starting histogram.304
As long as the corresponding distribution shows little structure, the unfolding305
result will not be affected very much. If we start in our Example 1 (50, 000306
events) with an exponential distribution f(x) = e−x the unfolded histogram307
is hardly distinguishable from that with a uniform starting distribution. The308
difference is less than 1% in all bins except for the two border bins with309
only about 60 entries where it amounts to 2%. In both cases 15 iterations are310
required.311
For an input distribution that is close to the true distribution, the results are312
in most cases again very similar to those of the uniform input distribution,313
but of course the number of required iterations is reduced to one ore two.314
The situation is different for distribution with sharp structures, for instance,315
if there is a narrow peak with a small smooth background. Starting with a316
uniform distribution a large number of iterations is required which may lead317
to oscillations in the background region. This unpleasant effect is avoided if318
we start with a distribution that includes a peak structure and where only few319
iterations are necessary.320
We have to be careful when choosing a starting distribution different from321
a monotone function. Only statistically well established structures should be322
modeled in the starting distribution.323
The starting distribution can be obtained by fitting a polynomial, spline func-324
tions or another sensible parametrization to the data with the method de-325
scribed in Ref. [19].326
4.3.2 Manual smoothing327
In the specific example with a narrow peak which we discuss below, starting328
with a uniform distribution we can also avoid the oscillations if we replace the329
oscillating part in the true input histogram by a smooth distribution before330
the last iteration step 3 .331
5 Examples with various distributions332
We test the R-L unfolding and the stopping criterion with four different dis-333
tributions, a single peak distribution, an exponential distribution, a step dis-334
tribution and a uniform distribution. The results are displayed in Fig. 5. The335
3 A similar but more drastic proposal has been made in Ref. [21].
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number of events and the number of iterations are indicated in the plots. The336
starting true function is uniform, except for the last column where a rough337
guess of the true distribution is used. The input histogram is shaded, the un-338
folded histogram is indicated by squares and the observed histogram is plotted339
as circles in the left hand graphs.340
Example 2: Single narrow peak341
We turn now to a more difficult problem and consider a distribution of 40, 000342
events distributed according to N(x|0.6; 0.05) and 10, 000 events distributed343
uniformly. The Gaussian response function with σ = 0.07 is wider than the344
peak. There is a problem because for the flat region we would be satisfied with345
few iterations while the peak region requires many iterations. Here about 60346
iterations are needed because relatively high frequencies are required to model347
the narrow peak. We get χ2 = 27 while the value of χ20 after 100, 000 iterations348
is 20.6. The unfolded histogram is shown in Fig. 5 top left together with the349
smeared histogram and the true histogram. The peak is well reproduced. The350
corresponding results for 5, 000 events is shown at the center of the first row.351
The right hand plot is obtained with a modified input distribution for the last352
iteration. The unfolding result after 18 iterations is used as input, but the353
flat region is replaced by a uniform distribution and one additional iteration354
is applied. In this way the artificial oscillations in the background region are355
reduced.356
To test the effect of an improved starting distribution, a superposition of a357
quadratic basic spline function (b-spline) and a uniform distribution was fitted358
to the data. Four parameters were adjusted, two normalization parameters, the359
location and the width of the b-spline bump. With this starting distribution,360
after a single iteration the input distribution is almost perfectly reproduced.361
The test quantity X2 is 47 compared to 216 with a uniform starting distribu-362
tion.363
Example 3: Exponential distribution364
50, 000 events are generated in the interval 1 < x < 5 according to an expo-365
nential distribution f(x) = e−x and
√
x is smeared with a Gaussian resolution366
of σ = 0.1 which means that the smearing of x increases proportional to
√
x.367
The events are observed in the interval 0.5 < x′ < 5 and distributed into 40368
bins. The convergence is rather fast because the distribution is smooth even369
though we start with a uniform true distribution. We stop after 5 iterations370
and get χ2 = 31.5 which corresponds to a p-value of 0.996. The results are371
shown in the second row of Fig. 5. In fact the agreement of the unfolded dis-372
tribution improves slightly with additional iterations and is optimum after 7373
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Table 2
Test of the stopping criterion
case 1 peak 2 peak exponential step uniform
χ2 X2 # χ2 X2 # χ2 X2 # χ2 X2 # χ2 X2 #
50,000 27 216 60 31 33 15 29 20 10 24 600 14 26 3 0
50,000 best 29 209 51 31 33 15 30 19 7 18 488 48 26 3 0
5,000 32 167 18 37 25 9 43 7 2 37 104 3 45 6 1
5,000 best 29 71 70 37 25 9 43 7 2 33 96 6 45 6 1
iterations. With 5, 000 events the convergence is faster and a reasonable agree-374
ment is obtained after 3 iterations. Starting with a first guess of an exponential375
distribution the result slightly improves (right hand plot).376
Example 4: Step function377
A step function is rather exotic. The sharp edge is not easy to reconstruct.378
We locate the edge at the center of the interval and superpose two uniform379
distributions containing 40, 000 events in the interval 0 < x < 0.5 and 10, 000380
events in the interval 0.5 < x < 1 with the resolution σ = 0.05. The unfolding381
results shown in the third row of Fig. 5 are disappointing. The p-value of382
0.99 is reached after 25 iterations with χ2 = 20.63 (χ20 = 12.42). A problem383
is that to model the sharp edge, many iterations are required while for the384
flat regions oscillations start after a few iterations. However if we replace the385
uniform starting distribution by the result displayed in the left hand plot386
replacing the 16 bins of the flat region by uniform distributions the result387
(right hand plot) near the edge is not improved388
Example 5: Uniform distribution389
A uniform distribution is easy to unfold. 50, 000 events generated in the inter-390
val 0 < x < 1 with a Gaussian resolution of σ = 0.1 and observed in the same391
interval are unfolded. As the iteration starts with a uniform distribution, no392
iteration is necessary and the result is optimal with a p-value close to one.393
The initial value of χ2 is 26.4 and the minimum value is 19.3 corresponding394
to the strongly oscillating ML solution. In the case of 5, 000 events 1 iteration395
is applied.396
5.0.3 Test of the stopping criterion397
In Table 2 we compare the result obtained with the stopping criterion to the398
result obtained with the optimal number of iterations (denoted by best in399
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the table). In all cases the iteration starts with a uniform distribution. The400
agreement with the observed distribution, indicated by χ2, the compatibility of401
the unfolded distribution with the input distribution, measured with X2 and402
the number of applied iterations are given. The stopping criterion produces403
very satisfactory results in all cases. With the exception of the single peak404
distribution with 5, 000 events, it is close to the optimum. Here the observed405
discrepancy between the number of iterations from the stopping criterion and406
the number derived from the minimum of X2 is due to the fact that the407
distribution consists of a flat region where few iteration are needed and the408
peak region which requires many iteration to converge to an optimal result.409
Nevertheless also the solution with 18 iteration is satisfactory.410
6 Summary, conclusions and recommendations411
Iterative unfolding with the R-L approach is extremely simple, independent412
of the number of dimensions, efficiently damps oscillations of correlated his-413
togram bins and needs little computing time. A general stopping criterion has414
been introduced that fixes the number of iterations, e.g. the regularization415
strength, that should be applied. It has a simple statistical interpretation. Its416
stability has been demonstrated for five different distributions, two different417
event numbers, two different experimental resolutions and three binnings. The418
results are very satisfactory. The present study should be extended to more419
distributions with varying statistics and binning and also be applied to higher420
dimensions.421
In most problems a uniform distribution should be used as starting distribu-422
tion, but the dependence on its shape is negligible as long as this distribution423
does not contain pronounced structures. In cases where the observed distri-424
bution indicates that there are sharp structures in the true distribution, the425
iterative method permits to implement these in the input distribution. In this426
way the number of iterations is reduced and oscillations are avoided.427
Standard errors, as we associate them commonly in particle physics to mea-428
surements, cannot be attributed to explicitly regularized unfolded histograms.429
We propose to indicate the precision of the graphical representation of the re-430
sult qualitatively in a way that is independent of the regularization strength.431
For a quantitative documentation, the unfolding results without explicit reg-432
ularization should be published together with an error matrix or its inverse.433
The widths of the bins of the corresponding histogram have to be large enough434
to suppress excessive fluctuations.435
A quantitative comparison of the R-L unfolding with other unfolding methods436
is difficult, because in most of them a clear prescriptions for the choice of the437
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Fig. 6. Error assignment in regularized LSFs.
regularization strength is missing or doubtful. A sensible comparison requires438
similar binning and regularization strengths in all methods. The latter could439
be measured with the p-value. Independent of the unfolding method that is440
used, in publications the values of χ2 obtained with and without regularization441
should be given to indicate the regularization strength and the reliability of442
the unfolded distribution.443
Whenever it is possible to parametrize the true distribution, the parameters444
should be fitted directly.445
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Appendix 1: The problem of the error assignment448
In most unfolding schemes the oscillations are suppressed, either by introduc-449
tion of a penalty term in the fit, or by reduction of the effective number of450
parameters [22]. Both approaches constrain the fit and thus reduce the errors.451
As a consequence the assigned uncertainties do not necessarily cover the true452
distribution. An example is shown in Fig. 6 right hand side. The parameters453
of the LS fit have been orthogonalized with a singular value decomposition454
(SVD) [17]. The left hand plot shows the significance of the parameters which455
is defined as the ratio of the parameter and its error as assigned by the fit. The456
20 parameters are ordered with decreasing eigenvalues. A smooth cut is applied457
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Fig. 7. Presentation of an unfolding result.
at parameter εc = 11. Contributions are then weighted by φ(ε) = ε/(ε + εc).458
In this way oscillations are suppressed that might be caused by an abrupt cut,459
similar to Gibbs oscillations as observed with Fourier approximations [17,22].460
Obviously the number of 11 effectively used parameters is insufficient to re-461
produce the peak and the true distribution is excluded. With the addition462
of further parameters oscillations start to develop. The problem is especially463
severe with low event numbers. With 10 times more events the discrepancy464
between the true distribution and the unfolded one is considerably reduced.465
Regularization with a curvature penalty reduces the statistical errors even466
in the limit where the resolution is perfect. The errors presented by an ex-467
periment that suffers from a limited resolution may be smaller than those468
of a corresponding experiment with an ideal detector where unfolding is not469
required.470
Appendix 2: The documentation of the results471
In the following we present a possible way to document unfolding results such472
that they can be compared to theoretical predictions and to other experiments.473
The left hand plot of Fig. 7 shows the result of a ML fit of the content of the 10474
bins of a histogram without explicit regularization for Example 1 with 5, 000475
events. The errors are indicated. They are large due to the strong negative476
correlation between adjacent bins which amounts to 80%. The fitted values477
together with the error matrix can be used for a quantitative comparison with478
predictions. Instead of the error matrix its inverse could be presented. The479
inverse is in fact the item that is required for parameter fitting. Even more in-480
formation is contained in the combination of the data vector and the response481
19
matrix. These items, however, require some explanation to non-experts.482
The right hand side of Fig. 7 shows a possibility to indicate the precision of an483
explicitly regularized unfolded histogram. The plot is based on the same data484
as in the left hand plot. The vertical error bar corresponds to the uncertainty485
of the bin content neglecting correlations and the horizontal bars indicate486
the uncertainty in the location of the events. In the absence of acceptance487
corrections the vertical error of bin i is simply equal to the square root of the488
bin content,
√
θi. If the average acceptance of the events in the bin is αi, the489
error is θi/
√
αiθi. The horizontal bar indicates the experimental resolution.490
Such a graph is intended to show the likely shape of the distribution but is491
not to be used for a quantitative comparison with other results or predictions.492
It usually overestimates the uncertainties but for an experienced scientist it493
indicates quite well the precision of a result.494
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